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FACTORS INFLUENCE THE NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
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Stable, developed, free form risks payment system is a guarantee of any country’s econ-

omy existence and functioning. There is no unique and universal way of development in the in-

ternational finance theory and banking industry for all countries in the World. National payment 

system development depended mostly on historical models of communicative technologies and 

national banking policy that were not always adequate and efficient judgement in times past. 

These directions and development stages were not important in the period of the modern in-

formative technologies and financial industry policy previously. For the countries it is necessary 

to examine National payment system stage of development according to their priorities and spec-

ificities of business. None of clichés manage to substitute this survey taking into account particu-

larity of the country. The most important problem is revealing specific factors, causes and 

tendencies influence the process of National payment system development and start-up. 

National payment system was being explored by the classics such as Colin Campbell Au-

thor, Rosemary G. Campbell, Edwin G. Dolan [1, p.16] and their contemporaries [2] like vulner-

able mechanism which transfer money funds. 

Factors influence the National payment system development, also manage to identify the 

direction and priorities of the institutional structure organization and focus government on 

strengthening the system weaknesses. Factor sources which form the functional mechanism and 

development the national payment system are described in the study [3]. Some factors influence 

the national payment system and are shown in the study [4]. On the tenth of March 2010 the 

President of the Russian Federation, conference members of the parliament formed and investi-

gated the factors influenced the quality, development and efficiency the National payment sys-

tem like element of effective economic activity. 

The purpose of research is to study and identify factors influence the National payment 

system development and foundation. 

It is essential to identify influencing factors of the NPS in order to understand the process 

of its development. The main factors and objects impact the development of the national pay-

ment system are illustrated on the tables 1 and 2.  
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Table 1 

Internal factors 

Factors Factor particular qualities 

Economic factors 1. Degree and directions of the economic growth; 

2. Population paying capacity; 

3. Social and economic arrangement; 

4. Business infrastructure; 

5. The level of business activity.  

Social factors 1. Natural population increase; 

2. Age differentiation; 

3. Social-cultural values; 

4. Education and science; 

5. Material benefits distribution among the population. 

Political factors 1. Political stability; 

2. Effective fiscal policy; 

3. Corruption rate in the government. 

Legislative-law factors 1. Law justice and supremacy; 

2. Law safety of doing business on the micro-level; 

3. Objectiveness and impartiality of judiciary; 

4. Maintenance in the World law principals.  

Financial factors 1. Rate of financial costs in the state circulation system; 

2. Doing business simplicity; 

3. Stability rate of the internal financial transactions; 

4. Central Bank participation in the cash flow management; 

5. Liquidity rate of national currency. 

 

Table 2  

External factors 

Factors Factor particular qualities 

Economic factors 1. The volume of national debt; 

2. The existence of the foreign economic barriers (embargo, 

sanctions, quotes, duties); 

3. Inflation rate and other world currency changes; 

4. Economic stability in the nearest countries. 

Political factors 1. Political stability of the partner country 

2. Existence of the international agreement about coopera-

tion in different spheres of economy.    

Financial factors 1. Swiftness of the actualization in trance-border financial 

operations; 

2. Volume of attracted FDIs. 

 

In the structure of the national low-cost payment system development the main role re-

lates to internal and external factors. This is general factors because they take clear explanation 

of the positive impact the levels (micro and macro levels of the state economy) and NPS up-

grade. According to the factors there is such classification as: economic factors, demographic 

factors, financial factors, state policy factors, geographical factors, legislative factors. 

Economic factors identify the possibility to create the supportive initiatives suited for 

NPS development: 

1. Degree and directions of the economic growth; 

2. Population paying capacity; 

3. Social and economic arrangement; 

4. Business infrastructure; 
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5. Innovative changes; 

6. GDP and GNP rates; 

7. Market size of illegal business; 

8. The development degree of different sphere of economy; 

9. Business activity rate; 

10. The volume of national debt; 

11. Inflation rate and impact of the other currency changes; 

12. Economic stability in the nearest countries.  

Social factors are one of the most important of the NPS development from the side of so-

ciety development, human capital migration, social communication. These factors include: 

1. Natural population increase; 

2. Age differentiation; 

3. Social-cultural values; 

4. Education and science; 

5. Material benefits distribution among the population. 

Political factors support the process of NPS development and setting up because they 

make conditions for its stable and quality work. There are several political factors: 

1. Political stability; 

2. Effective fiscal policy; 

3. Corruption rate in the government; 

4. The existence of international agreements about cooperation in different spheres of 

economy; 

5.  Political stability in the nearest countries. 

Legislative-law factors help to build the rules and terms of progressive NPS development 

inside the government. The most common factors described below:       

1. Law justice and supremacy; 

2. Law safety of doing business on the micro-level; 

3. Objectiveness and impartiality of judiciary; 

4. Maintenance in the World law principals.       

Being developed trade, industrial and other sectors financial factors play the key role to 

define the state needs in payment services and their potential in the sphere of finance. The key 

financial factors are: 

1. Rate of financial costs in the state circulation system; 

2. Pros and cons of payment services; 

3. Doing business simplicity; 

4. Stability rate of the internal financial transactions; 

5. Central Bank interest rate level; 

6. Central Bank participation in the cash flow management; 

7. Liquidity rate of national currency; 

8. The existence of stable, computerized, stock market;          

9. Political stability in the nearest country; 

10. The volume of the FDIs. 

According to the development strategy there are certain factors of direction for NPS de-

velopment (banking sector, extent of the supply in the banking services: remote banking ser-

vices, usage of e-money during the social consumption). Taking into account the main role of 

client as the last consumer of the payment services let’s emphasize several tasks that must be 
solved during the process of launching and development NPS. 

1. Rise in gadget usage to access the bank account for the purpose of financial transfer 

making. The priority aims to decrease the volume of the cash turnover.  

2. Bank services availability: 

2.1 Development and implementation of the innovations (cross-functional payment card, 

new kinds of internet-banking, mobile payments, NFC technologies). 
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3. Loyalty to the payment services: 

3.1 Client protection, intensive way of information protection for the internet payment. 

The purpose is safe transactions, protection for the NPS clients without consumer rights discrim-

ination and creation the barrier for development of the NPS.  

3.2 Protection development of the consumer payment services [5, p.166]. 

Electronic payments have positive effect for NPS grows and development because of 

high-end information protection, suitability and speed of payment effecting. Many businesses 

gain from using the electronic payments: 

1. advantages for consumers: 

1.1 help with purchases in decision making; 

1.2 safe and fast accesses to your personal bank account; 

2. advantages for business:   

2.1 growth in selling, bust in operational costs and acceleration in goods turnover; 

2.2 decrease in the total of cash is a result in providing risk and cost reduction during its 

safekeeping and processing; 

3. state advantages: 

3.1 GDP growth; 

3.2 bust in black economy [6, p.360]. 

Updating payment instruments and services, thanks to consumer cost reduction of the 

trade and financial operations, raise the possibility of NPS services consumption. This method 

stimulates demand and supply for the new instruments and services. To succeed in NPS devel-

opment it is necessary to identify total costs, risks, advantages and balance them among supplier 

and consumer of the payment services. 

Such motives as positive institutional environment and economic conditions of doing 

business are triggers for additional financing the national economy in the long-term period be-

cause of oversea investor attraction. Nascency of the economic entity stimulates NPS develop-

ment [7]. 

Important factors of the state policy incudes law and political decisions, market actions, 

financial institutions activity and policy in educational, trade, consumer and macroeconomic pro-

tection.  

Filling the date in the different spheres of industry the government provides self-

developed economic environment according to integration in the world technological sphere of 

development and innovation launching. It is aimed to bring under cultivation in the new innova-

tion markets and find the solution of economic development and defensive capacity of the state 

[8]. Rise in money turnover in the industry leads to NPS development. Trade subsidization 

means effective distribution network for producers (wide NPS geographical coverage, high NPS 

capacity, low NPS unit costs), effective satisfaction of community needs (goods availability, 

price availability,  high quality of goods and services). With an eye to create commodity dis-

tribution system the government should produce modern sales areas, consolidate the economic 

sector, remote sales channels and develop the industrial structure of the NPS.  

Government support is the fundamental factor of NPS development because of the insti-

tutional cooperation. State policy factor which cooperates economic and financial factors and 

determine total NPS development. It is important for planning to understand these factors influ-

ence NPS development. Total number of institutional factors influence NPS development direc-

tion thanks to payment services demand, supply and market cooperation during its providing. 

Range of payment services reflects the favor of different related parties which also reflects over-

all society interest.  

Economic development, internationalization and globalization lead to support trade, 

payment services flows and retail payment needs. It is obliged to create complex, modern pay-

ment system according to sort- and long-term challenges of the state. Payment Councils is the 

element of regulation and infrastructure development because it is connective mechanism be-
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tween regulation element, payment industry and end-consumer. The last one stimulates innova-

tion and provides changes in the sphere of payment. 

Making a decision concerning NPS development and launching Payment Council (factor 

influence the NPS development) mean developing the useful platform which unites related par-

ties. It has been proved by developed banking spheres in EU, GB and Poland that it is easy to 

adopt this method to the internal then external level of the state. Related party participation is 

specific method in the management theory which is provided by the Council so members of the 

Payment Council are payment services supplier but the banks. Being the regulatory element, end 

customer must be adopted from the first stage into the management system on equality with ser-

vices supplier and regulating authority. It is important to attract customers at the Council by 

means of associations (corporate and private sector) to avoid their extra number. The main fun-

damentals of Payment Council are openness, transparency and generality. The same fundamen-

tals belong to competition authority because it prevents competition abuse regulation and exclu-

sive agreement making between service suppliers.  

Payment Council allows to stimulate NPS reforming as well as structural changing on the 

institutional level of the state on condition that it has official authority, related parties involving 

group of experts which act according to strategic concept [9, p.17-19].  

It is essential to recognize all the factors influence NPS development and investigate the 

possibility of compromise decision making in order to succeed in its update. Effect of the fac-

tor’s influence is stimulus for related parties to increase the effectiveness and stability of pay-

ment instruments, infrastructure and service markets. There are development factors stimulate 

planned process of development and planned accordance of updating goals for key elements of 

National payment system (fig. 1).   

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Impact of NPS development factors the process of development planning. Impact of 

NPS development plan the different economic spheres [4, p.15]. 

 

There is range of factors influence the National payment system according to the detailed 

analysis in the article. To rich maximum economic effectiveness, it is essential for NPS devel-

opment to affect the factor leverages in a complex, balanced and system way.  
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